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FC1 IS NO NORMAL MOTORSPORT CAR
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FC1 ”THE EV PLATTFORM FUTURE OF MOTORSPORTS”

For the first time FC1 will be exhibited in Europe and Olsberg MSE & FirstCorner has chosen Autosport
International to showcase this high technology electric race car. The car will be displayed in our partner
booth of R53 Suspension (booth E720) on the trade days and on the main area on the public days. 
 
The world of mobility is changing, and motorsport is at the forefront of this change, who said it needs to
be boring!

The FC1 is a multipurpose motorsport platform, especially created, developed, and manufactured, for OEM partners and
Motorsport series in different disciplines, with professional teams that aspire to obtain the ultimate performance, using
the latest technology within an achievable budget.
 
With the fast-growing SUV/EV performance market, and approach to target the younger demographic buyers, this is the
perfect platform for marketing of these new cars. The FC1 Exterior Design, has been created to deliver a modular
approach, providing the opportunity for the appearance of different car models, with simple changes to the front and rear
body work. 
 
The FC1 Platform, is built achieving today’s most rigorous safety regulations, whilst delivering the highest demands of
electrical motorsport. FC1 is race ready at delivery and www.firstcorner.com have a service network with spare parts
support available, to operate the cars in the highest level of motorsport on a global platform.
 
FC1 is up to the challenge of record attempts around the world, in various types of challenging environments. It is a race
car delivering Fossil free performance, that is incredible for all kinds of surfaces and competition, it is truly multi in the
right way.

http://www.firstcorner.com/


The FC1 can provide different specifications aligned to the aspiration of customer needs - from a base 600 BHP, RWD,
specification through to 1500BHP, 4WD, specification that challenge the limits of performance you dreamed were
possible.
 
From performance to handling, the FC1 platform has already over delivered on demanding surfaces from Tarmac, Gravel,
through to Ice, on specially created tracks delivering punishing challenges for even the best global pilots.
 
The demands are not only met on the ground, the FC1 can jump/fly over 150m in distance at a peak altitude of 5 meters -
the sky really is the limit. The FC1-X specification is today the main class in NRX / Nitro Rallycross and this X
specification has a maximum of 800kw/1088 Bhp and 1200Nm of torque.
 
Today FC1-X is the fastest Rallycross car ever built and raced.
www.nitrorallycross.com

THE FC1-FAMILY

VISIT R53 SUSPENSION BOOTH E720 AT AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL

WEBSITE - WWW.FIRSTCORNER.COM
FC1-X INFO - CLICK HERE!
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